[Molecular cloning and homologous modeling of Wulong goose MHC class I gene].
Major histocompatibility complex (MHC) was correlated with immune response for extra-antigen. MHC sequences of chicken, other birds, crawl species and mammalian were derived from GenBank/DDBJ/EMBL and analyzed by alignment, and then primers were designed. By means of LA-PCR method, MHC Classgene was cloned from Wulong goose genomic DNA and total RNA, and the structure of MHC Classgenomic DNA was analyzed using bioinformation methods. The results showed that the genomic DNA, which consisted of 8 extrons and 7 introns, had 64.1% amino acids homologous to chicken and 42.9% amino acids to human. The molecular phylogenetic tree further revealed evolutionary relationship between Wulong goose and other animals such as chicken, other birds, crawl species, mammalian and human. The results of homologous modeling showed that Wulong Goose MHC Classgene was formed by amidocyanogen (N) terminal structure region and carboxyl (C) terminal structure region.